
 

 
 

ACB-BCA ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
JUNE 05, 2019 

 
PRESIDENT’S ANNUAL REPORT 

 
I was appointed president in November 2018 to serve the remainder of the term vacated by 
Mihai Serbanescu who resigned in October. 
 
To paraphrase former president Descheneaux, “an association such as ours benefits from new 
players and ideas. Ideally, there should be some annual turnover among the officers and directors 
that constitute the Executive Committee in order to ensure continued vitality and relevance.”  

ACHIEVEMENTS IN 2018-19 
 
This year we focussed on two main priorities: obtaining more transparency from the city by being 
more efficient and resilient in our issues resolving actions, and rebuilding our membership (BCA 
revitalisation / Long term Planning / Public awareness), starting with our communication tools. 

1- Transparency and efficiency : We focussed on two main items to add to the efficiency of our 
actions : less issues but more resiliency in the follow-up. 

• Less issues We intentionally focussed on less issues in order to offer a deeper coverage. 
Our initial main issues this year were:  
o Air and noise pollution,  
o Emergency Planning, and  
o Analysis of the municipal budget and finances.  

The Emergency planning was quickly concluded since there was little that we could do.  

Other priorities appeared during the year and were added to our list, namely the: 
o Centennial Hall and Lord Reading redefinition plan,  
o Management and possible side effects of pesticide Tree Azin,  
o B-City Citizen platform implementation, 
o I3P plan to reduce greenhouse gas emission, and 
o Global warming effects on Beaconsfield. 

• More resiliency. We also designed and tested a new process to request the relevant 
information concerning these issues and to keep track of these requests. The process can 
be summarized like this: 

o Verbal question at the Council meeting; and, if no answer; 
o Written question (letter or e-mail) to the mayor and/or councillors and/or city 

clerk; and, if request is rejected; 
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o Note on our ACB-BCA Facebook page citing our request, the answer, and noting 
our next action; 

o Formal request to the “Commission d’accès à l’information” (CAI) in which we 
reformulate our question(s) and refute the city’s arguments for not answering; 

o Note on our ACB-BCA Facebook page about the request to the CAI; 
o The CAI make its decision; 
o The city complies to the decision; 
o Note on our ACB-BCA Facebook page about the results of our request. 

This process has not been completely followed, mainly because the Facebook page was 
not ready before late April. But we can see that the city already began reacting, using 
lawyers to restrict our rights to be informed on what should be public information (see 
below). We believe that by documenting these processes on Facebook and showing the 
futility of the resistance, we will eventually bend the city’s resistance to transparency. 
 

2- More membership through better communication: The ACB-BCA is not a popular association 
by its nature. It is only popular when an issue is made public and it negatively or emotionally 
affects many citizens and they feel the need to regroup. Taxation and leaf blowers were two 
such issues. We believe that other issues are not popular simply because they are not known 
to the public. Meanwhile, the city authorities benefit from the lack of public information 
about them.  
 
The ACB-BCA first objective is “to foster, promote and advance all matters that are of public 
interest to the citizens of the City of Beaconsfield”. So, the ACB-BCA should reinforce its 
capacity and tools to act as a “spotlight”, focussing on matters that should be of interest to 
many, if they were made public. In other words, we must communicate better. 
 
This year, we initially concentrated our efforts on redefining our communication policies and 
tools in order to reach the citizens with many traditional and social medias. We have now 
reached a point where we can coordinate multiple communication actions and tools to reach 
the citizens and build our membership. 

 
In an effort to reach out to the community and promote good relationships with its key 
players, we did the following. 

 
We defined and implemented our new communication policy and updated our tools which 
consisted of: 

• A major refreshing of the web site; 

• A review of the Facebook page; 

• A new logo; 

• A new process for interacting with the city and council (see previous “resiliency” 
achievement) 
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• Collaborating with other social medias: In January, we meet with those in charge of 
other social medias in the West Island community: namely we met with Ms Rhonda 
Massad and Ms Caroline Laforest of the Beaconsfield neighbours for neighbours 
Facebook page and West Island Blog. Collaboration and information exchange were 
discussed and started.  

• Electronic boards and CONTACT. Inviting citizens through our Facebook page or Web 
site is not enough. We started publicizing our meetings by using the communication 
tools available at the city hall: the electronic billboard and the Contact monthly 
magazine. The electronic board has been used for our May and June meetings. The 
first appearance in the Contact magazine has been pushed back to next September. 

3- Other communications 

• The president met once with Mayor George Bourelle, prior to the April City Council 
meeting. I was not invited before the May Council meeting. 

• In an effort to better understand and influence our elected representatives, we 
encouraged every ACB-BCA Executive to communicate with as many city councillors 
as possible, beginning with the one from their own district. This was appreciated by 
both parties. We expect this measure to be fruitful over time. 

• In September we invited the future MNA, Gregory Kelley, to express his plans and 
views about the future of his Jacques Cartier electoral district. 

• Congratulations to the new MNA : In January, a letter was sent by the president to 
MNA Gregory Kelley to congratulate him on his recent election and to request a $500 
financial support for our citizens association. We are still waiting for an answer. 

 

ISSUES COVERED IN 2018-19 
 
Here is a status of the facts collected by the ACB-BCA on this year’s the prioritized issues.  
 

1. Emergency planning.  This is the continuation of one of last year’s number one priority 
committees. It includes the Woodland interchange issues. This committee was  

 
“formed to look into and prepare a credible and well documented report on the 
issue. The ultimate purpose was to begin a conversation with city authorities 
regarding the latter’s role in and ability to respond to a catastrophic event. With 
tank cars and trucks transporting highly toxic, explosive and potentially lethal 
chemicals and petroleum and derivative products through our backyards, our 
community could face an event similar or even worse than what occurred in Lac 
Mégantic.”  

 
In January, this sub-committee sent a letter to the mayor requesting that the city issues 
information to assist elderly persons and those with limited mobility as to what they can 
expect in terms of public support in the event that the Authorities would declare evacuation 
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necessary including on-line information. The city’s general manager (GM) replied to us and 
relevant flyers were sent throughout the city. 
 

2. Municipal budget and taxation. The budget and taxation were identified as a priority for 
the ACB-BCA. This has taken the form of various subjects, most of which could be classified 
as transparency issues. 

 
2.1 Three years Capital Investment program. In December, the 3 years Capital Program of the 

City was presented in a new, extremely short format. A total of 53,125 Million $ in Capital 
expenses are planned for the next three years. This represents 2,5 times the annual budget 
of the city of Beaconsfield. This year, the information is presented in a 5 lines format with 
NO DETAILS about the projects prioritized nor the amounts planned. For the past ten years, 
the city presented the capital program on a one page – 40 to 50 lines format, showing the 
priorities and amounts planned. The ACB-BCA president asked for a more detailed version 
of the capital plan. The mayor declined, stating that the subcontractors were using this 
information for their quotes.  
 
In January, we asked to the city clerk for a copy of that document in the same format as 
was presented in all the previous years. This was rejected. 
 
In March we made a formal request using the “Commission d’accès à l’information”. As of 
early June, we are still waiting for an answer. 

 
2.2 Elected official’s salary raises. Following research done by the president and a “Demande 

d’accès à l’information” made by Mr. Gilles Perron, a resident, here are the facts: The Mayor 
was elected in 2013. In 2015 a by-law was voted (BEAC 92) that gave him a 40 % salary raise. 
The mayor was re-elected in 2018. In 2018 a new by-law voted (BEAC 121) gave him a new 
40 % salary raise, along with raises to the councillors and extra expenses to cover for the 
fact that their non-taxable expense reports became taxable. The mayor also benefited a 
new legislative change which now allows him to collect various new remunerations for 
other functions held at the Agglo and the STM.  
 
Globally, the mayor’s total cost to the city and Agglo went from 48,966$ to 125,317 $ 
between December 2014 and January 2019. The 6 councillors total remuneration went 
from 99,000$ to 206,178 $ for the same period. 
 
According to an April 19, 2019 La Presse article: 

"This situation is derived from a recent legislative change (resulting from Bill 122) that 
gives municipalities more autonomy, including full control over the salaries of elected 
officials, [Mayors] now add [their] base salary and the various bonuses related to its 
functions.   
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As to whether mayors and, more broadly, municipal councils are in conflict of interest 
when they claim pay increases, Ms. Danielle Pilette, [professor at UQAM and municipal 
affairs specialist] is very sharp. "That's the real question." 
 

In other words, although legal, we see a definite trend towards adding significant costs 
(183,529 $ annually extra over 4 years) to the city of Beaconsfield and Agglo without limits 
and with no added value. 

 
2.3 Other financial requests.  

• This year we have not performed an analysis comparing Beaconsfield’s taxes with those 
of neighbouring cities.  
 

• An analysis of the budgetary information made public by the city was prepared by Mr. 
Mike Purvis and questions were submitted at the public city council. The main answers 
we were given by the mayor and the GM was “this is only a budget, which does not 
necessarily relate to the actual numbers”. This is not a satisfactory answer.  
 
Last year Mr Jones, who performed similar analyses for the BCA, recommended “that the 
future analysis be performed between the ACTUAL numbers instead of the PLANNED or 
BUDGETTED numbers.”  
 
This year, Mr Purvis made a similar comment: “It would have been far better had the City 
provided actuals or forecast actuals along with the budget. The City of Montreal does this 
for a much larger budget “. 
 
We conclude that the information provided by the city is not sufficient for the citizens to 
understand what is happening in the city’s finances. 
 

• Over and over we requested actual numbers instead of budgets. We eventually 
succeeded partly when we were provided with a file listing 60 invoices for more than 
2,000$ paid by the city in 2018.  
 

• Also, to this date, we still consider the hypothesis that the city is paying high levels of 
consultancy fees compared to its size, but this study has yet to be performed. 

 
3. A sound wall on Beaconsfield’s south side of the A-20. This 35-year-old contentious issue 

was debated on numerous occasions. The joint Beaconsfield-MTQ study should be 
completed in 2019. Decisions will be made following this. 

 
4. Traffic and train noise on the north side of Beaconsfield. Last year’s president comments 

still prevail for both sides of the A-20 as no further analysis was performed by the ACB-BCA, 
but the issue is still growing:  
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“With the elimination of traffic lights, the construction of viaducts and the growth of 
off-island communities, vehicular traffic has increased dramatically producing noise for 
the homes lining the highway 20. 
 
At the same time, a considerable amount of noise has been generated by 3-km long 
trains rolling at 60 mph and Via Rail passenger trains going at a 90-mph clip. With the 
completion of the expansion of the Contrecoeur port terminal, train traffic will further 
increase, creating still more inconvenience for the residents of Beaconsfield.  
 
And, noise will not be the only source of inconvenience. One has to wonder whether 
the Woodland Interchange will remain open, thus leaving St. Charles the only way for 
residents to move north and south in their divided community.” 

 
5. Emerald Ash Borer.  This program has been implemented in 2012. We planned to ask 

questions on that matter such as:  
- Confirm the city is spending almost a $1 million /year for the treatment of trees. 
- Is the Ash tree treatment actually effective and without side effects?  
- Number of Ash trees that are dying after being treated, and, for how long? 
 
At the March Public Council meeting, GM Patrice Boileau presented an assessment as of 
2018. He said only about 5,6% of about 8,000 Ash trees on Beaconsfield properties have 
been infested by the emerald ash borer with approximately 1500 treated every year since 
2015 with the insecticide called TreeAzin. While the TreeAzin treatment appears to be 
slowing the insect’s progress treatment there are 62 quarantined zones in the city. Our GM 
indicated there were no known side effects of the TreeAzin treatment. 
 
The president asked the mayor about subsidies to the citizens, similar to the ones provided 
by the city of Dorval. The mayor replied Beaconsfield does not enjoy the same budgets. 

 
6. B-City Citizen Platform. At the December city Council meeting was authorized the purchase 

and integration of B-CITI Platform - new Card technology at a cost of $17,246.25. Monthly 
fees and development cost will also be added in future months. According to the city and 
the developer, this will transform the interaction between the City and Beaconsfield 
residents.  

 
Answering one of our questions, the mayor stated that B-City will not replace the city’s web 
site. Also, Mr. Karl-Heinz Legler prepared a letter asking the mayor should residents be 
concerned about the new system’s effects on privacy and security issues? The mayor’s 
answer was: 

“My council believes that having the ability to exchange with our residents on 
issues and projects will lead to better decisions being taken even though we do 
not expect 100% approval on decisions made by council. 
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BCITI will also provide us with an additional platform to communicate information 
directly to our residents. Our experience thus far is that we cannot over 
communicate. The various communication channels at our disposal will hopefully 
help us to reach a large majority of residents. This is and will continue to be a huge 
challenge.” 

 
Thus, the mayor did not answer to our question about privacy and security of our personal 
information. 
 

7. Lord Reading Yacht Club’s future integration with Centennial Park. Beginning in 
November, the city initiated a project for the future of Beaconsfield entitled REIMAGINE 
SPACE to revitalize Centennial Park, its cultural centre, and the adjacent property, the Lord 
Reading Yacht Club. Residents were invited to imagine and offer ideas to help create an 
attractive space for the park, the waterfront, for the benefit of all, in a vision of the future. 
A first report from this consultation is expected for the July city Public Council Meeting. So 
far, the IMAGINE portion was encouraged. The plans, costs and decisions have not been 
discussed. 
 

8. I3P Project for Beaconsfield. With this new project Beaconsfield is partnering with the 
Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM) to create plans to reduce greenhouse gas 
emission, adapt to climate change hazards, and implement community energy planning. 
 
The i3P citizens meetings were held in the Herb Linden Annex beginning in March. Following 
opening remarks by Councillor Karen Messier, Director Andrew Duffield spoke about the 
i3P project being a unique climate change initiative that will examine our actions with the 
objective of Beaconsfield becoming a more resilient community.  
 
This project ignores the highway 20/ train pollution corridor as an environmental issue. It 
also ignores the effects of global warming already felt in Beaconsfield (see next item).  
Therefore, we hardly see how effective can be measures taken by 20,000 citizens with no 
industrial activity. We bear the effects of global warming much more than we can reduce 
greenhouse gas. In that context our unanswered questions to the mayor remains: what are 
the cost and utility of that I3P program? 

 
9. Global warming. A majority of people consider global warming a serious or very serious 

issue. It is caused mainly by emissions of greenhouse gasses in the modern industrial 
economy. Many of the observed changes in climate since the 1950s are unprecedented in 
the measured temperature records. 
 
The global warming effects can now be felt in Montreal as we have seen in 2017, when we 
saw never before flooded areas (Ahuntsic, Pierrefonds, Laval). The flood levels reached new 
heights in 2019 when these areas were again affected, and new areas were added: 
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Senneville, Sainte-Anne de Bellevue among others. In Baie d’Urfé houses were possibly not 
flooded, but we could see the water in the bay almost reaching the Lakeshore Drive.  
 
In Beaconsfield some lakefront properties in East Gables Court have been flooded for two 
months with higher levels for longer period than earlier years. (earlier years: 3 weeks max 
high-water levels) 
 
The trend is clear: Flooding in Beaconsfield in the next 5 years in no longer a distant 
possibility. It is now a PROBABILITY. 
 
So, global warming is caused by human-generated pollution. And we can foresee that all 
these nice houses along the Saint Laurence river are now at risk. They were built in recent 
years, before we could expect the floods. But if the water reaches their houses, these 
resident’s health will be at risk with the mold and stagnant water-related parasites. 
 
At the May city Public Council meeting the president of the ACB-BCA asked to the mayor 
what were his plans to protect these citizens along the river from the physical and health 
damages. His answer, and that of the GM of the city, has been “this is a hypothetical 
question that we will not answer. We are protected because in the Lac St-Louis our water 
is regulated by the Great Lakes St. Lawrence Seaway System.” 
 
Once again, we note that the city is not answering our questions. 

 
Finally, I would like to thank everyone who supported me as I carried out the duties of president. 
These individuals include not only ACB-BCA members and Executives, but the mayor and Council 
and members of the city’s administrative staff. It has been a pleasure working on your behalf and 
I wish you well in the future. 
 
 
Michel Rheault, President 


